
Security Committee Meeting 21Jan2014 
 

Attendees: 

Jeff Hare, Jeff Klein, Mat Budzynski, Jeff Lemons, Becky Dougherty, Isaia Aricayos, Adam Turk 

Agenda: 

1.  Rocky Mountain Guardian Angels (RMGA) 

2.  City of Greeley meeting  

3.  Phase I improvements update from Jeff Lemons 

Notes:  

1. Full time security on both campuses would be ideal and is the recommendation of the security 

committee. 

2. Rocky Mountain Guardian Angels (RMGA) 

a. Budget options: 

i. Part-time - 4 hours/day for 5 days x $20/hour  = $400/week 

ii. Full time at elementary – 8 hours x 5 days x $20/hour = $800/week 

iii. Full time at secondary – 8 hours x 4 days x $20/hour = $640/week 

b. Becky, Mat - Support concept, but wonder about funding  

c. Mat - Does RMGA have the right training that is focused on a school environment; Adam 

and Chris to have a follow up call with RMGA to determine level of training  

d. We need to send the contract to Barry Arrington to review 

3. City of Greeley – continue to move forward and see what they come up with. 

a. Program with City of Greeley would allow lower costs in the long run 

b. Security officers would be ‘hired’ by GPD, train as SRO’s, and be supervised as SRO’s. 

c. FA would reimburse City for the costs of these resources 

d. We would need to reimburse FA employee(s) for training time 

e. Can we get more funding from the D6 – a larger portion of our specials % that are being held 

back? 

4. Flagger to start soon at elementary campus; will provide a security car with bar lights stored at the 

elementary school as a deterrent; will move to a different location on a daily basis. 

5. Watch dog dad – video orientation material should be developed to go out as part of the 

confirmation emails sent to each Watch Dog Dad. 

Actions: 

1. Adam / Chris – discuss school specific training with RMGA; integrating with the Greeley SRO 

program;  

2. Jeff Klein - Discuss with Dan Meyer and Becky – watch dog dad training video to send via email with 

the confirmation  

Recommendations: 

1. Continue to engage with RMGA with an eye on at least getting part-time on both campuses ASAP.  

Ideally we need to fund full-time, both campuses even during extra-curricular activities.  However, 

we know budget will limit that. 
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a. Adam / Chris to report back on readiness / training / abilities to interact on school campuses 

b. Have contract reviewed asap by Barry Arrington 

2. Continue discussions with the City of Greeley on developing a program with them which would be 

lower cost than using RMGA 

3. Put in a budget for both campuses for physical improvements as well as full-time armed security. 

4. Continue thinking outside the box for funding.   Can we approach D6 to leave us with more of our 

specials funding? Special fundraising efforts for security on campuses? 

 


